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Toy testing 12
A Capability Task for product design
Line of interest – testing

To design and make test equipment for use in a toy factory.

A company which manufactures a wide range of toys needs to be able
to test its products for safety. This may involve testing the following:

• no push through for points and wires

• forces required to detach parts by pulling

• forces required to detach parts by twisting.

It is important that the machines are easy and quick to use and give
reliable, repeatable results.

• to enable students to produce and use a technical specification

• to teach the communication techniques needed to describe the parts,
action and assembly of a mechanical or an electro-mechanical
product

• to enable students to apply creatively knowledge of mechanics and
electro-mechanics for testing and measurement purposes

• to enable students to develop high-quality, accurate making skills
through constructing reliable testing equipment.

technical
Students should explore ways of ensuring that the test rig they design
gives appropriate and reliable results.

economic
Students should consider the need for reliable performance from
materials in the context of industrial production.

aesthetic
Students should consider the overall appearance of their design in the
context of its industrial setting.

moral
Students should consider the role of testing to maintain standards of
health and safety.

social
Students should consider the role of safety testing in today’s society
and its influence on our ideas of quality.

environmental
Students should consider the impact on the environment of products,
such as toys, that are discarded after use.

A basic design of a test bed is given (students could make this as a
Resource Task, or it could be provided for them to use). This will need
additions and modifications according to the tests to be carried out.
In the testing for push-through students should ask the following
questions.

• How will the toy be gripped? Clamps should be investigated.

• How will the load be applied? Adding weights is the simplest method,
but the use of hand winders, electric motors or pneumatic cylinders
should be considered.

• Over what area will the load be applied? Using shaped templates
should be considered.

• How will the load be measured? The use of force meters or strain
gauges should be considered

• How will the results be recorded? There is considerable scope for data
capture here.

In testing for detachability of parts students should ask the following
questions.

• How will the toy be gripped? Clamps should be investigated.

• In what directions will the load be applied? Both in line with, and at
right-angles to, the part should be considered as the parts will be
stressed from many directions. Students should also consider twisting
forces because, by using the whole toy as a lever, very large forces may
be applied.

In all the testing devices the development of ‘quick release’ mechanisms
to enable rapid rates of testing should be explored.

The task

Task setting

The aims of the task

Values

Nature of the product

• knowledge and understanding of mechanical systems

• knowledge and understanding of simple electric circuits and
switching

• knowledge of construction and assembly techniques for frameworks
and mechanisms

• knowledge of data capture techniques.

Technical knowledge and understanding

• robust prototyping components and fixings

• a wide range of related consumable materials in timber, plastic
and metal

• screw-cutting equipment

• casting facilities

• machining facilities; vertical mill, centre lathe with 3- and 4-jaw
chucks and tailstock chuck

• CNC machining.

Specialist tools, materials and equipment
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maths
• careful measuring/marking out to ensure smooth operation;

calculations relating input to output in mechanical systems; plotting
loci of movements to ensure clearances.

science
• relevant processes: planning experimental procedures, obtaining

evidence, analysing evidence and drawing conclusions, evaluating
evidence; relevant concepts: force, friction; relevant properties of
materials: tensile strength, durability.

IT
• data capture, data manipulation and data presentation. CAD CAM

can be used for the rapid multiple production of small parts such as
bushes or bearings as well as the production of complex parts.

economical and industrial understanding
• links between testing of materials and production rates could be

explored.

To enable students to produce and use a technical specification:

• SRT 3 Design briefs and specifications.

To teach the communication techniques needed to describe the
parts, action and assembly of an electro-mechanical product:

• CRT 2 Communicating ideas to the maker.

To enable students to develop high-quality, accurate making skills:

• MfRT 2 Designing and making a production tool.

To enable students creatively to apply knowledge of electro-
mechanics for testing and measurement purposes:

• SRT 4 Brainstorming

• SRT 7 Systems and control

• MRT 5 Pneumatics 1: Introduction to cylinders and valves

• MRT 6 Pneumatics 2: Using a pneumatic system with a computer

• LIRT 8 Testing: consumer tests on school uniform.

‘Designing and making test equipment’ (Student’s Book page 43),
‘More than just playthings’ (Student’s Book, page 56),
‘Manufacturing products’ (Student’s Book, page 64).

Useful Resource Tasks

Useful Case Studies

Design brief

Specification

Design sketches

Cross-curricular links

To design and make machines to test toys for the following:

• no push through for points and wires

• forces required to detach parts by pulling

• forces required to detach parts by twisting.

The machines will be used by technicians working in a toy factory. It is
important that the machines are easy and quick to use and give
reliable, repeatable results.

What the product should do:

• apply forces and movement to toys

• record the response of the toys to these forces and movement.

What the product should look like:

• be in keeping with a well ordered, well-organised toy factory.

Other features:

• be easy and quick to use

• give reliable and repeatable results.
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Working drawing




